Shape Memory and Huge Superelasticity in Ni–Mn–Ga Glass-Coated Fibers
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Abstract: Ni–Mn–Ga polycrystalline alloy fibers with diameters of 33 µm are reported to exhibit significantly improved ductility and huge superelastic and shape memory strains in comparison to conventional brittle bulk polycrystalline alloys. Particularly, the recoverable strain of the Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber can be as high as 10% at 40 °C. Such optimized behavior has been achieved by a suitable fabrication process via a glass-coating melt spinning method. The superelastic properties at different temperatures and the shape memory effect of Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fibers were investigated.
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1. Introduction

The shape memory alloy (SMA) is an advanced class of smart materials that exhibit a unique phenomenon. Shape memory and superelasticity effects are believed to be driven by the crystallographically reversible martensitic transformation [1]. The shape memory behavior was first discovered in Au–Cd alloys [2] and afterwards observed in a number of systems, such as Ti–Ni, Cu–Al–Ni [3], Ni–Mn–Ga, and Ni–Co–Mn–In alloys [4–7]. Recently, novel potential systems with SMAs were reported. For example, Fe–Mn–Al–Ni SMA [1] shows a small temperature dependence of the superelastic stress. High-entropy alloy system Ti–Zr–Hf–Co–Ni–Cu [8] shows wide temperature hysteresis of about 90 K at temperatures higher than 400 K of martensitic transformation. Fe–28Ni–17Co–11.5Al–2.5Ta–0.05B SMA [9] exhibits a superelastic strain of more than 13% with a tensile strength above 1 GPa.

SMAs have potential applications in many aspects. The thermo-mechanical properties of a number of SMAs, along with their various applications, have been presented in [10], while the most recent developments are collected in [11]. In their study, Alam et al. found that Fe–Ni–Cu–Al–Ta–B SMA fibers had a 13.5% superelastic strain and a very low austenite finish temperature (−42 °C). Particularly, Ni–Mn–Ga alloys have been extensively explored as ferromagnetic SMAs with a giant magnetic-field-induced strain as large as 9.5% [6,12,13]. Several papers revealed that a high martensitic transformation temperature (up to 350 °C) is observed in given Ni–Mn–Ga alloys with Ni or Mn content higher than the stoichiometric Ni2MnGa alloy, thus showing interesting potential as high-temperature SMAs [14,15]. Ma et al. [16] reported an over 6.1% shape memory effect (SME) in Ni54–Mn25–Ga21 single crystalline alloy. Meanwhile, a well-pronounced superelastic effect as large as 6% caused by stress-induced martensitic transformation in some high-temperature single crystalline Ni–Mn–Ga alloys were reported by Chernenko et al. [17].
However, it is known that the polycrystalline Ni–Mn–Ga alloys are extremely brittle. Up to now, few studies have been reported in connection with their mechanical behavior, superelasticity, and SME. Li et al. [18] reported that the mechanical and shape memory characteristics of the polycrystalline Ni54–Mn25–Ga21 SMA rods, fabricated by copper mold suction method with high cooling rate, could be improved by grain refinement. However, as the grain size is still as large as 10 to 50 μm, the recovery ratio of the rods is less than 70%, and the maximum shape memory strain is only 4.2%. In-rotating-water-quenching technique was previously used to fabricate a Ni–Mn–Ga fiber about 170 μm in diameter with reduced magnetization and broad martensitic transformation, but the mechanical properties were not greatly improved [19]. Our previous work reported a Ni53.96–Mn24.12–Ga21.92 fiber exhibiting large superelasticity at room temperature [20]. Here, we report the Ni–Mn–Ga fibers, made by glass-coated melt spinning method, which has a higher cooling rate, showing perfect shape memory effect. In addition, the superelastic properties at different temperatures were investigated.

2. Materials and Methods

Glass-coated fibers with different diameters were prepared by glass-coated melt spinning method as shown in Figure 1 [21–23]. An ingot with a nominal composition of Ni53–Mn26–Ga21 was prepared by arc melting the mixture of Ni, Mn, and Ga with a purity higher than 99.9 wt % under a Ti-gettering argon atmosphere. To achieve a homogeneous distribution of elements in the alloys, each alloy was remelted five times. Afterward, the glass-coated melt spinning method, as described elsewhere, was employed to fabricate samples in the shape of fibers [24]. Briefly, the ingot was crushed into pieces, and 3 g of alloy was placed in a borosilicate glass tube with an inner diameter of 8 mm. The heating current are increased to 600 amperes gradually by a high-frequency inductor heater, and the tube and alloy are heated to around 1200 °C under an argon atmosphere. While the alloy melts, the softened glass is drawn down into a fine capillary containing the alloy melt by a glass bar with a super thin tip. The molten alloy inside solidifies rapidly into a metallic fiber by pulling the capillary through cooling water. The diameter of fibers and glass thickness are determined by the rotating speed of the winding wheel. The microstructure of a fiber depends mainly on the cooling rate, which can be controlled by a cooling mechanism when the metal-filled capillary enters water or air on its way to the receiving coil. Finally, the glass coating on the pieces of the fibers for SME and the superelasticity experiments was removed mechanically and carefully.

![Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the Taylor technology for preparation of fibers.](image)

The surface morphology and the composition were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS), respectively. In order to analyze the superelastic properties of the fiber, isothermal uniaxial tensile tests were done in a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA). Each end of the fiber is mounted in a specially designed paper frame with a rhombic hole at
the center by epoxy adhesive. When the testing sample was fixed at the two gripping ends, the paper frame was cut off by the middle. No special surface preparation was conducted on the fibers. The fiber with an initial gauge length of about 5 mm was heated up to 60 °C and kept for 5 min, then cooled to 30 °C, and then subjected to a tensile load–unload cycle with a strain rate of $3.33 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. After the tensile test at 30 °C, the fiber was heated up to 40 °C and kept for 5 min, then the loaded–unloaded tensile test was performed at different strains. Similarly, the fiber was heated up to 50 and 60 °C for the same loaded–unloaded tensile test.

The prepared fibers as shown in Figure 2 are shining and ductile and can be deformed into the shape of the letters U, S, T, and B.

![Picture of fibers](image)

**Figure 2.** Pictures of the glass-coated fibers with composition of Ni53–Mn26–Ga21 (a) and deformed in to the letters U, S, T, and B with the fibers Ni55–Mn24–Ga21 (b).

The shape memory experiments of the fiber were carried out by a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA), where the fiber was loaded to 0.05 N (~58 MPa) at room temperature before it was heated to 60 °C. While maintaining this constant load, the fiber was subjected to a thermal cycle across the transformation temperature range from 60 to −70 °C. The stress-assisted SME of the Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber was observed by DMA.

### 3. Experimental Results and Their Analysis

Figure 3 shows the morphology of surfaces and polished cuts of the fibers for Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 (Figure 3a,b); Ni55.7–Mn23.3–Ga21.0 (Figure 3c,d); Ni56.6–Mn22.4–Ga21.0 (Figure 3e,f). It can be seen that the fibers are very uniform and with a smooth surface, and the grain sizes can be in the sub-micro and micrometer range.

Figure 4a shows the outer appearance of an as-cast fiber with a diameter of 33 μm. The surface is precisely circular, and the diameter of the fiber exhibits a higher uniformity than the fibers prepared by the melt extracted method [25], which demonstrates the suitability of the glass-coated melt spinning method for producing Ni–Mn–Ga fibers. Some cellular grains with a size less than 1 μm could be detected on the surface as shown in Figure 1b, that denotes that the grain size of the fiber is greatly refined by the super cooling rate. The composition of the fiber examined by EDS is Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6.

The stress–strain curves for the same fiber tested at different temperatures are shown as Figure 5. A uniaxial tensile strain is applied before unloading at the same rate. Since the fibers show austenite phase at these temperatures, the strain accumulated during loading beyond the elastic regime is caused by the stress-induced martensitic transformation, and this strain almost completely recovers after unloading with the reverse transformation. The fiber shows a perfect superelasticity behavior in a comparatively broader temperature region (from 30 to 60 °C). Differently to the stress–strain curves in Ni–Mn–Ga single crystals, many serration flows occurred during the transformation [18–20,25,26].
Figure 3. Morphology of surfaces and polished cuts of the fibers. (a,b) Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6; (c,d) Ni55.7–Mn23.3–Ga21.0; (e,f) Ni56.6–Mn22.4–Ga21.0.

Figure 4. Morphology of the fibers. (a) SEM micrograph of the Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber with a diameter of 33 μm; (b) magnified image of the surface.
where all reported single crystalline systems.

that the recoverable strain of the fiber is obtained in tensile mode, while it is in compressive mode for single crystallines [17] and 5% in the Ni55–Mn20–Ga25 single crystalline [27]. Here, it should be noted than the reported recoverable strain of 6% in the Ni53.1–Mn26.6–Ga20.3 and Ni51.2–Mn31.1–Ga17.7 strains of a magnitude five times higher than polycrystalline the Ni49.9–Mn28.6–Ga21.5 fiber [25].

The critical stress for the stress-induced martensitic (SIM) transformation, \( \sigma \), which corresponds to the applied stress when the martensitic transformation starts, is plotted against temperature, \( T \), in Figure 6. It increases with increasing temperature in agreement with the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship:

\[
\frac{d\sigma}{dT} = -\frac{\Delta S}{\epsilon \cdot V_m}
\]

(1)

where \( \Delta S \) is the molar entropy difference between the parent and martensite phases, \( \epsilon \) is the strain caused by the phase transformation, and \( V_m \) is the molar volume. The resulting stress–temperature slope, \( d\sigma/dT \), is 1.1 MPa/°C.

Table 1 summarizes the comparative stress–temperature slope, \( d\sigma/dT \), for the fiber in the present work with that of Ni–Mn–Ga single crystalline and Ni49.9–Mn28.6–Ga21.5 fibers made by melt extraction. As observed, the fiber investigated in this work presents the weakest temperature dependence. This is interpreted to be the reason why the fiber show superelasticity in a wide temperature range from 30 to 60 °C, while the Ni49.9–Mn28.6–Ga21.5 fiber only shows significant superelasticity in a shorter range, i.e., from 28 to 35 °C [25].

On the other hand, the present Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber exhibits repeatable superelastic strains of a magnitude five times higher than polycrystalline the Ni49.9–Mn28.6–Ga21.5 fiber [25]. The superelastic recoverable strain for this fiber is as large as \(~10\% \) in Figure 7a, which is also larger than the reported recoverable strain of 6% in the Ni53.1–Mn26.6–Ga20.3 and Ni51.2–Mn31.1–Ga17.7 single crystallines [17] and 5% in the Ni55–Mn20–Ga25 single crystalline [27]. Here, it should be noted that the recoverable strain of the fiber is obtained in tensile mode, while it is in compressive mode for all reported single crystalline systems.

Figure 5. Tensile stress–strain curves of Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber at different temperatures. (a) 30 °C; (b) 40 °C; (c) 50 °C; (d) 60 °C.
As shown in Figure 7b, the Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber elongates at low temperatures when it undergoes the martensitic transformation, while it contracts at high temperature when it transforms to austenite. The fiber exhibits perfect stress-assisted SME by which the strain caused by the martensitic transformation during cooling is nearly completely recovered by the reverse transformation during heating.

**Figure 6.** The critical SIM formation stress vs. temperature in the Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber.

**Table 1.** The stress–temperature slope, dσ/dT, and recoverable strain of Ni–Mn–Ga single crystalline and fibers made by melt extraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compositions</th>
<th>dσ/dT (MPa/°C)</th>
<th>Recoverable Strain (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni53.1–Mn26.6–Ga20.3</td>
<td>1.9 [001], 3.4 [110]</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni51.2–Mn31.1–Ga17.7</td>
<td>2.8 [001], 5.2 [110]</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni55–Mn20–Ga25</td>
<td>2.9 [100]</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni49.9–Mn28.6–Ga21.5 fiber</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 [this work]</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.** (a) Stress–strain curves for Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber unloaded from 10% strain at 40 °C (b) Stress-assisted shape memory effect of the Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber under constant tensile load of 0.05 N (~58 MPa).

**4. Discussion**

Figure 6 and Table 1 show that the fibers presented in this work have the smallest stress–temperature slope (1.1) and the largest recoverable strain (10%). The properties may be due to the high cooling rate of the glass-coated melt-spinning technique. For forming the micro-sized fiber,
the cooling rate can be about $10^6$ K/s, which will greatly suppress the grain segregations and refine the
grains. Moreover, the fibers by this technique are usually with more smooth surface and roundness
shape. This is much better than the technique by the melt extraction technique as listed in Table 1 [17].
The properties of the bulk samples and the foam samples are not so good as that by the glass-coated melt-spinning technique, and the reason is believed to be the brittleness of the samples, which has hidden the SIM effect.

From Equation (1), we can see that the critical stress of the SIM is a temperature-dependent parameter. The parameter, $d\sigma/dT$, is a function of $S_\epsilon$ (the molar entropy difference between the parent and martensite phases), $\epsilon_\sigma$ (the strain caused by the phase transformation), and $V_m$ (the molar volume). The fiber investigated in this work presents the weakest temperature dependence. The lowest value of the $d\sigma/dT = 1.1$ MPa/°C, may be due to the small value of the entropy difference between the austenite and martensite. The high cooling rate by the technique here, which may keep most of the configurations of the father phase, makes the difference between the father phase and son phase smaller.

The serration behavior is a very important phenomena in the materials science field [26,28]. The serration behavior observed in the present results, as shown in Figures 5 and 7a, is interpreted to correlate to the localized martensite phase transformation as shown in Figure 8. Similar results are also reported in [3,20,26].

From Figure 8, when the tensile stress reaches a value, martensite will be locally formed, as shown by the red-colored region in Figure 8. The locally formed martensite phase may induce serration behavior on the stress–strain curve because this SIM may not be a continuous process and may cause a jump in the stress at the macroscale. SIM is very similar to transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) steels, and the serration behavior has also been reported in other references [20,26].

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** A schematic picture showing the SIM, which results the serration behavior in Figures 4 and 6a.

5. Conclusions

To summarize, Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fibers with a 33 μm diameter were obtained by a glass-coated melt spinning method. The superelasticity and shape memory characteristics of the polycrystalline Ni–Mn–Ga fiber can be greatly improved by this technique.

The recoverable strain of the Ni54.9–Mn23.5–Ga21.6 fiber is as high as 10% at 40 °C, and the fiber shows superelasticity in a wide temperature range from 30 to 60 °C compared with Ni–Mn–Ga fibers [22]. The mechanism may be due to a different martensite structure.

This achievement was enabled using a glass-coating melt spinning method under suitable fabrication parameters.
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